
As the pandemic drags on into another season
with all the cancellations and restrictions, it is
easy to turn from disappointment to outright
discouragement. Every time I hear the phrase
"the new normal" I cringe and concede that this
predicament creates a seemingly permanent
change in our lives; Restaurants are not what
they were, CRC meetings and events are
canceled, outdoor concerts are limited seating,
the local recreation centers are open by
reservation only, the list goes on and on. As a
result, we seem more bound by the
pandemic's limitations. However, these minor
impositions pale when we consider the serious
consequences of getting the COVID	1 9 virus. So,
our lives go on.

To take a break from the new normal and to enjoy more of the outdoors I recently increased
my exercise program of hiking, biking, and jogging to include the many public parks and trails
near me. This article focuses on a recent "find" while on the trails of North Table Mountain in
Golden.

A radio tower sits on a high rise on top the mesa in North Table Mountain Park and can
sometimes serve as a visual landmark to get your bearings while exploring the many trails of
the park. The tower can also be seen from state highway 93.

From what I can observe, the site consists of the tower, a cinder block building with what
appears to be two large above	ground horizontal cylindrical fuel tanks, and a smaller concrete
structure sitting to the north of the building. The site appears to be operational because of the
'newer	looking' equipment mounted on the tower and the fact that the service driveway leading
to it is not overgrown by vegetation.

All four sides of the tower can be viewed from various trails within the park. But, if you want
to get a good look at it, binoculars are necessary because the site is fenced	in and not
accessible by the public.
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Happy Holidays....stay safe !!

AGolden Radio Tower
by Larry Snyder, CRC Member



Meeting Locations
(Unless noted otherwise)
Please check website
for latest updates! ! !

CRC MEETINGS
Meetings are held on the 2nd Sunday of
every other month starting in January
(except May is the 3rd Sunday) at 1 :00
pm. The meetings consist of business,
“show & tell”, raffles, auctions, swap
meets, technical discussions and other
subjects of interest.
CRC MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership in the CRC runs from
July to June. Dues entitle members to
attend meetings, "The Flash!" our
newsletter, participation in our spring
show and Fall auction. Current annual
dues are $20. New memberships wil l be
prorated to the fol lowing June.

Upcoming Events
Nov. CRC meeting	canceled
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Sure would like to get back to normal and have

our club meetings.. .

Here’s hoping this edition of the Flash finds you safe in midst of

this pandemic. It goes without saying that 2020 has been an

unusual and challenging year with the COVID-19 virus

impacting most every facet of our lives.

A quick note of thanks to those that have sent in their CRC dues

payment however there are still a few members that have not

paid. As we mentioned in the previous issues of the Flash we

continue to manage our club funds however, as this pandemic

continues, at some point we may move to an electronic version

only of the Flash (posted on the club website) and temporarily

forgo the printing / mailing costs. We’ll alert the club in advance

should we implement this plan.

To this end, please make sure you are included in the email e-

distribution list and have access to the club website. Also as you

know we’ve had several nice radios offered to the club through

the website. I try to pass these notifications on to the club

members as soon as I get them and leave it to you to make

contact with the seller to negotiate the details. Note recently

there was a Westinghouse amp and WD-11 BBT (brass based

tipped) tubes offered to the club.

Should you have any feedback or ideas you would like to pass on -

please feel free to email me directly at mldcook@hotmail.com.

Stay safe and enjoy the coming Holiday season!

Mike Cook
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The service road to the site has a locked
gate at its intersection with the Mesa Top
Trail which is about ~400 feet from the
building. The tower location and service
road are circled on the map.

Parking is available on all four sides of
the park, although the West Trailhead, off
of highway 93, is the largest & most
popular. The top of the mesa is about
300 feet above the parking lot at the
West Trail head and is accessed by a
graded service road that steadily snakes
to the top at a 1 0% grade for the first
1 /2 mi.

Yes, snakes happen. This common mesa resident,
shown in the photo to the right was enjoying the
sun's rays on a cool spring morning this year. In my
3 years of trudging up the "hill" I have seen three
rattlesnakes and two large herds of deer on the mesa.

If CRC members come to see the tower and would
like some company, I would be happy to meet them
in the parking lot and hike with them, with social distancing and masks, as required by the

new normal. I live nearby and hike to the top 3	4 times a month, weather permitting, for
exercise, to enjoy the peace and quiet of mother nature, and the cooler temperatures. Be
advised it is usually about 1 0 degrees cooler on top with a slight breeze blowing and there are
few trees on the mesa so there is no shade from the sun. I find the arduous hike up to the top
to be well worth the effort to see the various views along the more than 1 7 miles of different
trails. Once on top, the mesa is relatively flat. Do not be alarmed, the round trip to see just
the radio tower is 3 miles long and takes me about 1 1 /4 hours if I do not take side trips to
see other views. Other views include actual, designated rock	climbing walls, and the Clear
Creek valley between North and South table mountains with the entire Coors facility visible.

I would like to learn the history of this radio site tower, such as when it was built, what was
it originally used for, what is it used for now, etc. I plan on visiting the Golden Historical
Society soon to do some research. That's all folks! Be safe, stay healthy, and keep writing
articles about your radio related activities.



Last Fall, before anyone had even heard of a covid pandemic, my wife and I attended a

pumpkin carving party hosted by my son and his family for our granddaughter at his house.

Of course, most of his neighbors were in attendance as well were several of his co	workers

and their children. We all were outside in the backyard, carving up pumpkins with all sorts

of different designs and making a really nice mess. One of his neighbors, Sue, approached

me and said she understood that I collected and worked on old radios. I replied that I did,

she said she would be right back. A few minutes later Sue returned carrying what appeared

to be a small wooden tombstone radio. Handing the radio to me she asked me if I worked

on radios like this set. I told her that I did, but I didn't know when I could complete a

repair and restoration and return the radio. She informed me that I didn't understand, that

the radio was a gift, Sue and her husband Greg did not want the set returned as they had

no use for the radio and just wanted the set to go to someone who would enjoy it. All they

wanted in return was some photos of the completed radio.

Of course, I said yes!

My first visual inspection revealed the set was a four tube

Philco, the label inside identified the set as a Model 39	70,

the hand	made 4	pin computer style power cord plug

suggested the set was probably a four wire battery set. The

entire radio, inside and out, was in need of a very thorough

cleaning but appeared intact, one knob was missing but was

taped to the inside of the cabinet. While definitely not a 'High	end' set, I had just acquired

a free Philco tombstone from the 30's that would make a good radio project.

I started the project by locating schematics and a parts list. The set was listed in Riders Vol.

1 0	25, and in Beitman's, but I found the Philco manuals at https://philcoradio.com/

contained a lot more information. The 1 938 and 1 939 Philco Parts Catalogs on the Philco

web site were also very useful. I next created an excel spreadsheet for the set, as mentioned

by Larry Snyder in the May/June 2006 issue of

The Flash! . I find the use of the spreadsheet

very helpful, and is customized for each set. I

record the color codes and values for the

resistors and the replacement capacitor codes

and values for the capacitors in the parts list,

vacuum tubes and tested condition, and noting

which parts I have replaced and/or ordered as I

go. Notes on various repairs are also added as

they are done. Tube voltages and other data

can be created on other sheets of the

spreadsheet if needed. Referring to this during

the restoration greatly helps in the long run as I don't repeat myself and I have a record of

previous tests and repairs. I can also track expenses if needed.

A Free Philco 39-70 - 1939 "Farm Set"
by Steve Touzalin, CRC member
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I began the restoration by removing the chassis and tubes and then started to clean the chassis

thoroughly. I recorded which wires went to the tuning capacitor which was packed with dust

and dirt and needed to be removed to be cleaned. I also remembered to hand	draw the dial

string diagram before removal as this set isn't listed in the Sam's Dial	Strings diagrams. Dawn

dish soap and water in a large bowl was used to soak the tuning capacitor for a few hours,

then the tuning cap was rinsed well with clean water. "Soft	Picks" dental picks that look like

small brushes were then used to help with the final cleaning. The tuning capacitor cleaned up

very nicely and was set aside to thoroughly dry. The chassis was cleaned several times again

with several different cleaners, and finally looked presentable. Various acrylic paints were used

to touch up the chassis and mounted parts where needed.

I moved next to underneath the chassis. The

chassis was mounted onto my home	brewed

cradle, fashioned after a cradle Larry Snyder

had at one of our shows (see the Nov/Dec

201 8 issue of The Flash! for more cradle

ideas). Several of the capacitors had been

replaced previously and the electrolytic

capacitor on the chassis was not original and

had an additional electrolytic capacitor

attached underneath the chassis. The rest of

the original paper capacitors and one obviously stressed resistor were replaced. The electrolytic

capacitor on the chassis was disconnected but left in place and a replacement capacitor was

wired under the chassis. All new grid cap wires, new wires on the tuning capacitor, and wires

under the chassis were replaced as there were several wires with crumbling insulation. A loose

wire on the speaker plug was also located and was re	soldered in place. New antenna and

speaker wires were also installed. Using the procedure in the Jan/Feb 2020 issue of The Flash!

the battery wires were identified and replaced with the correct color coded wires:

A+ Red, A	 Green, B+ White, B	 Yellow.

The next step was to finish the top of the chassis and the install the tubes. The tuning

capacitor with new wires was re	installed. The set originally used Philco 'G' tubes but the set

had 'GT' replacement tubes in place. All four tubes were tested and needed to be replaced.

After looking at the price difference between the 'G' and the 'GT' tubes, I also ordered four

'GT' tubes as replacements as well. While not original, the 1 N5GT tube had a 'G' tube shield

soldered to the band around the tube base and also a small piece of braided wire tack

soldered to the tube shield and the chassis right at the base of the tube. The tube shield and

tube all had to be un	soldered to even remove the tube from the socket. There had to be
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another way. I referred to the Nov/Dec 1 997

issue of The Flash! and several on	line forums

for a solution. I found a GT shield in my parts

bin that had tabs that contacted the metal band

around the 1 N5GT tube. I soldered a wire to

the outside of the shield and also to the

chassis, leaving the wire long enough that the

shield would lift up enough that the tube could

be removed from the shield. This worked very

well. This was the only tube that had a shield.

The rest of new tubes were installed and I was

ready to align the set using an IF frequency of

470 kc. , the set also needed the Philco hex nut alignment

tool to complete the alignment. The set was connected to

my signal generator and my bench A	B battery power

supply as I repeated the alignment procedure four separate

times with a marked improvement each time. The set now

sounded great!

Next the cabinet was stripped using paint stripper (be sure

and do this outside in a well ventilated area! ! ) and lightly

sanded. Any loose and separated pieces were glued back

into place using wood glue and clamps. Two coats of

thinned shellac, using alcohol, were applied as a sealer,

lightly sanding between each coat. A coat of stain was

then applied and when dry was followed by five light

coats of lacquer, lightly sanding between coats. After

waiting about three to

four weeks the final

finish coat was rubbed

out with mineral oil and

1 000 grit sandpaper.

The grill cloth and speaker along with a new dial cover

were also installed. The radio turned out great and is

proudly on display. While NOT entirely free once

completed, this definitely was a very enjoyable and

rewarding project that was well worth the effort! Sue and

Greg were excited to receive the finished photos of the

set, and glad to know that the radio found a good home.

Sources:

1 . Riders Perpetual Troubleshooting Manuals and Beitman's, available onl ine, and

also on DVD's.

2. Philco Manuals, https://philcoradio.com/

3. The Flash! , Back issues at http://coloradoradiocollectors.com/CRC/

4. Antique Radio Forums, https://antiqueradios.com/forums/

5. Dial cover, https://dialcover.com/
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----------------------------------------------------
REPAIR SERVICE: Radio repairs for
club members. Reasonable rates. Good
references.
Call David Boyle 303-681 -3258
----------------------------------------------------
FOR SALE: Radio Tubes. Tested as "Very
good" to "good." Tested on some of the top
end and calibrated Hickok testers. Have
around 3000 plus tubes tested and boxed
ready to go. Inventory includes many new
tubes. Prices on used tubes typically would
be 50% or less ofAES posted prices. Cost
of all new or used tubes can be negotiated.
ALSO FOR SALE: Large selection of
NOS Dial Belts from recent sources. GC
and JFD Brands. All I need is brand and
model number. . .I have catalog data to look
up the correct belt. If I have it. . .$4.00 each.
David Boyle 303-681 -3258 or better yet:
djboylesr@msn.com
----------------------------------------------------
FOR SALE:
Tube Radios - Tombstone, Cathedral and
Novelty Transistor Radios.
I have collected radios of all types for 35
plus years and now it is time to let them go
to new home/s. I have over 250 tube type
and over 5,000 transistor (both novelty and
shirt pocket type)
Please call 303-2381384
radios4us@aol.com
Thank You,
Ron Smith
----------------------------------------------------
WANTED: Emerson "Mae West" radio.
Call Gary Stone 720-771 -2080,
redson68@hotmail.com

Thanks!
----------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------
WANTED: I am searching for a vintage
Sony PS-F9 Vertical Record Player
sometimes referred to as a Sony Flamingo
Record Player. Please contact Jonathan
Brown at jbrown220@aol.com
or call 303-514-9900 Thank you.
----------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------
WANTED/LOOKING FOR: I need the
Stancor P-6012 (zenith p/n 95-1117) xfmr
used on Zenith 9F22 chassis,- or a chassis
for parts with P-6012 on it. Thanks!
Rob 729-229-6247
robmooda@gmail.com
----------------------------------------------------

' 'Open Trunk'

ClassifiedAds

SUBMISSION OF ARTICLES & AND ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified Ads for The Open Trunk and articles of any radio/electronic or historical related subject to be published in The Flash! are encouraged and

welcomed. The article(s) should be submitted in Microsoft Word, OpenOffice, RTF, or as plain text. Submit to Steve Touzalin by email at:

stvetou@comcast.net or Larry Snyder at Lsnyder200@cs.com or by postal mail to 41 7 So. Queen Circle, Lakewood CO 80226.

Formatting isn’t necessary, but if you do, set the font to Times New Roman, size 1 0, left justified. I f you have graphics (. jpg fi les) to be inserted, please

name them and be specific about how you would l ike them placed. We wil l do our best based on space limitations.
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CRC Meeting November 8th - canceled

Check the eGroup emails and the CRC club website for any meeting changes.

These Atwater Kent Radio advertisements from October 1 928 reminds us that

""WWhhoo ??""
depends on the vote of the American people.

The editors of The Flash remind you to vote in the upcoming election.

http://coloradoradiocollectors.com/CRC/



